My dear Bunking,

I shall be sorry if you think you say this morning what Finland is your final deliberate intention. I don’t understand how it can be not “worth your while.” The case of Finland is about the most curious political study in Europe; for they take my word for it; I have known something about it for a long time, and I have been getting it up more fully lately. Besides it is one of the most
important practical questions
of the time whether it is
like a free country to be
uplifted out. And perhaps the
more so because more but none
that can be given by any other
people.

For more people to
I hope not. But the
class will not question elsewhere
is a very small part of the
Finnish business. And you
may have seen in The Times
"Siberia, how the Soviets
can bring it Finland and
any other for the spread
of ignorance and confusion.
I am sorry you lost in your
Lenin paper. They - I espect
the people, because they consider
the people - might have been kept
in the place when they were.
Whether the facts be true or
false, I had no means of verifying
but in either case it seems
into the wrong spirit, etc.
"volition of Russia, right
or wrong. And I think that
your having put that it is
another reason for allowing
a statement of it with dead
(or propose) of Russia for
one who has never been afraid to applaud Prussia when it is right, and he's in Capt. Rev.

So I hope you will not let me use by the Princess

Yours very truly

Edward Freeman
December 31st, 1891

My dear Baring,

Could you let me write something to Lord. Rev. not. Finland before long? I have not been there, and it is not the political end. The only other political end is a chin that I have to do with. But I have been looking at a good deal, and I have found out in the country. The most recent is the collection of Mr. Leech's scrapbook, which I have. And I think it is well.
Het an exposure of Russia in the wrong should come from those who were not afraid to welcome Russia in the right rather than from our declaimers.

Your very help

Edward H. Freeman
November 8th, 1891

My dear Bunting,

Thank you for the cheque which came yesterday.

I wrote the article sent by in answer to Weldon in your number of October. It appeared from his opening words that something was going to happen at Som Bridge, but I had no idea what was to happen before my article could come out. So what I
said to be direct reform to the comb nation. Cambridge question, though it had.

The country clergy, "is a very old cry. How is Oxford, if it was at one time wise, one; but it has long ceased to be so. I know not how it is at Cambridge, what finer things at Oxford is mainly the brain which urges doctrine a crowd of young. They for the London clubs. And after all are not the country clergy," say Thich.

Well, Maurice, Church, when they lived at Keen several personages, just as well, as judge of things so. An expected young chap who lives either by torturing cats or by beating bad jokes. By the way, you let in a popular song, teller into carp. Rev. A little line back, I read the first like "His name was Charlie." I therefore read no more. Yet it was the bag in which Walter Scott or George Eliot or Mrs. Gaskell began a story with. Your bag had Edwardoc Freerman
My dear Bankes,

When I wrote to Lord Heathcote of which I spoke to you, I am afraid it was not with a spirit of levity. I have heard of the place and wish to see it once. It is a beautiful place, and I am sure it must be a very pleasant place to live in.

May 10th, 1897

16 St. Giles' Oxford
1001 lines. One does feel a little arraigned as an old inhabitant of our courted for something, at least. The chief stuff put before one. On the other hand, there are considerations of the really timely and important rep. I think I wonder on what I set hot out of the head paper, and that report. America is timely too, if it led a less efficient title.

You must allow for human nature. When I look back to my relation to the Co.
May 12th

My dear Balfour,

I am really sorry that you put off the talk on the article on Ancient

Leg Evidence for broken

back. It is a pity. As a case it is partly if broken. On the other

hand it is her refuse, and what have caused a

good deal of discussion in the quarter. I think

this is a sound argument. Besides this, it is rather
Arriving to British feelings to be returned for "Great Allen" and not sort of lock king. She passed by king for while then left side do not seem at first pretty, and nice ked be quick to refuse him but off hire.

Yours very truly,

Edward Freeman
My dear Bunting,

Glad to hear the cheque still followed me back yesterday. I broke down a bit on the day of the trial, and I have been taken here to pick up a bit –literally people declared cell it recuperate.

I hope to be back in Oxford by the end of the week.

I wish you did not un-entrusted French, but I won’t quarrel with your decision. Your friend, if you like allow it to apply to the property.
I don't smoke any more than Solstai, and I wonder why everybody does. But I don't think they do. (Cliché)

Yours very truly,

Edward L. Freeman.
My dear Bunhill,

Could you let me have

2 copies of the next Cont.

Revue — key

have only a very few — to

say a word or two on the cr.

which in your present abstrac

He handed 2 documents

of the Church. I don’t want
to dispute any of his facts,

but first to put (for the 10000

he) the right application

of that, which is so kind
to make everybody of either
side group - keep better so with
their hot feet, but
are all the men out bet
more side, e) Nethinc Pro:
last or the other, and
seem to take it that the supreme
power of the State cee is the
nature of kings, do between
it decided
There was an article in
Cont. Rev. some months back, with much clearer notice
than usual. It was, I think,
by J. Wilson. I read
it somewhere or by chance, and I do not remember the
hebri: if I live at home, I
could find it at once: I
Copies. When will they come back to me here?

Very truly yours,

Edward Freeman
Sopworth, Wells,
Somerset
June 21st, 1889.

My dear Burbage,

These are too very difficult.

Just to let you know that I should like to find work suitable and abstract, if you can find me a place in Cott. Rev. Dr. is my last Sicilian. I'll

Send some Rorschach — if

my letter is the first of little while back — in which I have seen a good deal that is lost often seen. Pitch

is the new phase which
The political question seems to be tricky. I cannot say for sure if the question is correct or not. People may believe
what they are hearing. I have no idea. I really need to say what I have argued. If the king was back, either here or elsewhere, but people forget so soon. He has done too much for us and over again, especially the one
for my other people. There is so much to do. The future has opened the road. We
shall not be afraid to vote the case.

Eleanor

[Signature]
November 26th, 1889

My dear B, I send you at last my lecture or paper or whatever it is to call it or the horse of Seba. It has type pretty well: it had to be read for me but so I do not need to type or write, I have no type or desk. It might be back. And if he can get a good deal altered since. I hope it is sent
You. It has a curious history.

I asked Sebohm Robson when he brought back advice. He seemed hardly worth notice in his relation to Sebohm. So I believe I have no idea what he means of the two.

Yours very truly,

Edward Freeman
March 26th 1888

My dear Bunkie,

I am a little disappointed with what you say about my proposed article. I should have thought that it was not very bad, the people are, I dare say, I at least I am tired of having the same letters said over and over on both sides, to show that the subject can be treated like some frothiness. And people are always saying that they don’t know what is nearby Hope Rebe. I know
very well but I mean by it, namely, the relation of a self-governed dependency, distinct from either federal or personal union, stated with which people are apt to confound it. That Gladstone proposed answers my definition. If he or any body else proposes a federal union, that will be a new proposal, which must be determined on its own merits.

I went to cheer people, heard a bit, and I hope you will let me. I should like to do it for you, but I see one could do.

Edward Frenan
to the level of small ones,

The small states were always really at the head. All this bugbear about Christianity

...
I think I can make something of this for my side, and I should like to do so, if you approve. It is of course simply an experiment after the manner of Bishop Butler, not proving anything, but merely as objection.

If you like this, could you mind telegraphing Yes or No, if your mind is the other way to the address at the head of this letter. I can then do it at once. I expect to be here at Peterboro' at least by the end of the year, and shall be glad if you will come to see me. I hope to have the nice exercise of writing letters and also to revise and study the essays before the end of the year, and shall be glad to think of that.

Believe me very truly yours,

[Signature]
Albergo di Francia,
Palermo, December
23, 1888.

My dear Baring,
(I see that I have begun
at the wrong end of the paper).
I have been here for many
days but there is a letter from
you to me waiting at Naples,
whither it was sent by mail.
I spoke to a hotel to which I
did not go. We have written
several lines; but they do
not seem disposed to read it
on. However it does not much
matter, as I believe I know the
best of the letter. You did
not support any subject for contemporary, but asked me to support something. Well, I have been thinking over so some things and his book seems. I read with great interest an article in The Spectator of November 27 about the difficulties which are supposed to be kno. By modern ex- hich in the way of the Chris- tian revelation. But shortly, it comes to this. The Earth is so small as to its insignificant in the universe. Yet it is it possible to believe that the Creator has thought taken so much trouble about it? I said:
into Christianity, it's a good deal to be said on this from several points; but there is one of which I wish specially to say something. This kind of argument seems to me to be simply another form of the idolatry of physical force against which I have constantly to fight as historical and political hector. "God keep chosen ones!"

The deck kings of the earth are to confound the poor, to confound the poor and rule the world. It seems to me to be quite as becoming with the cotton slave as with the cotton pickers' to see it. But as the industrious belief of the cotton, the labor to attach us all into the flock, the flock-sheep, is actually coming of all classes of the earth.
July 10th
1887

My dear Birks,

there are two things which
if they suit you, I should like
to write something about in
Col. Rev.

1. That is a very fine piece
of rhetoric of Harrisons.

2. It is a very bad piece of
rhetoric of Mrs. Beach.

It is not at all clear what
it is, but he seems to miss me
side of the speech. A building
sheet has been immensely
used the only one on a great
d by a certain amount of repair,
which has occurred, has
not even to be rebuilt
d of particular parts. For
only one kind of the
...and I went to my room...Bridget... 

lit...at last...of Nice...as...and...by...of...the...his...in...of...his...literature, like one, but not an exclusively...reference to our Oxford duties...Aesop...so...wildly misrepresented...We are all for life..."but not in the sense of..."Chetham about...Shelley."

Of her, if you like it, I should be done at...once...I had better wait like October or November...At the head of p. 71 is your present number. Rae..."Aeolus..."Cath...of...Cath...at...Ox...Dead. Rae..."Cath...spoke of. I need hands say...can't...that..."Cath..."
to tied. The offender, as he stray shoo, be he bailiff (wot) sent by the Berks, oblige to rule over the subject lord of land.

Your very truly,
Edward Th freshmen
February 15th
1888

My dear Bunting,

I wonder if you could tell me who wrote the first article in Con. Rev. His name. Why of course does he not give his name? I have been exceedingly struck by it, by some parts of it most especially. He has so thoroughly grasped and so clearly set forth the doctrine I hold to be the key to both of the histories, Hellenistic (while He: 

'roden understand perfectly well, though for his official don't). He eternall opposition...
between Greek and Arabic in writing. He
and what his Christianity brought with it. Can the
role missionary in England be not so revised at
least missionary in India now? At any rate
both were white. I have not for a long time read
any letter that struck me. I should very much
like to know the author.
But I will first some would not talk about
"Nekru" and "Nukrazi." He seems to know the
history of the letter ξ or γ in Greek, Arabic, and
English.
I sent you a paper that of mine that I wrote in an odd place for the European Comm.: produce Co. I believe it gets into a good many As: she will never see it but I should like it to be read and see it in England too. People a bit to go to see. God bless you ever more and see by here.

Yours very truly,

Edward Freeman
My dear Bunting,

I had hoped to hear at least to the letter I wrote some time back. I should like to write something on the real old false analogies of Irish Home Rule, for the false analogies are every day cropping up on both sides, and it would be a real gain to put forth a few plain truths as to what such charlatans prove and don't prove. I mean his kind of stuff, other people do not seem to see.

"If Home Rule has ever become..."
Het does not prove that it will succeed in Ireland. It does not prove that it may succeed, that it is not one kind of all nations it itself. That Hope Rule has ever failed does not prove that it will fail in Ireland, but it does prove that it may fail that it is not an universal remedy.

Nobody could deny the too proportionate, to put it people do practically deny.

I should like to work out what I said in full.
Hotel de Paris

Palermo, February 13th, 1887

My dear Bunkris,

I did not at all wish to "cheer the Ashes" as you put it now, rather the contrary. I meant to point out the very obvious fact that the Hungarian family estate is driven from its country by a quasi-national policy by having to follow the dicta of the only part of its inhabitants while the other part is not. That is the first part of the Ashes policy, there is a Hungarian policy. The fact
It is obvious enough to those who understand the state of the issue: but the complex way of telling the story of displaced Britons and their writers is likely to put it out of sight. But surely I said all this in my former letter.

You don’t know my other reason, whether you would like anything about Western India to be part of your book for a journey through. On September 16th I wrote to ‘'Ferme in poste, Sirra."

You shall have the Oxford letter by April. Yours very truly,

Edward Freeman

签名
My dear Bankier,

I will not tell you of the way of the Oxford people. The future of which I hold the best views. I fear that one to be held here.

I gather from your letter of October 13th that you could not object to us taking Oxford matters. So, if you don't set off early to London, I will begin it as soon as I have got rid of some other things.
You, do shine up Stories to me, he, if he can. I see Frode has sold a plan of the book where he can write but don't know him to speak. I am agreed with the New Zealand has old show the tell he says to be lies, but (O scarce simplicities) expected Frode to write something else.

Your very truly,

Edward Freeman,
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة.
December 1st 1805

My dear Bunk'y,

O how printer - O p. 885 I gotte Prichy's, as plain as possible. They hand it into some folly, I forget what. I then wrote Prichy's again to the proof, and they now make it Prichy's. How or what do the creatures found it? And they delayed me till to-day, what I especially asked to be opened. Present well; but I press.
You'll never be done; it is hardly worth picking a concert in; but somebody is sure to see it.

I hope you will find the 'Petraquias' article I sent quite nice. Did she like it, and does she want it? I have by the wood type a bit of 'topographical clues' for you on.

Yours very truly,

Edward T. Freeman
Arles, April 16th, 1885

My dear Bunting,

I wonder if a paper or two on some of the places down here would suit you for Cont. Rev. You know my way of building to illustrate the history and the history to illustrate the buildings. Arles itself I take as rather a model than a middle stage of one or two other cities. But I could easily make something of me or too often cities. But for Kitly let me know at
Poste Restante, Belene, Drôme (somebody said that Drôme was the most original peasant department in France, yet Belene has a history, what for lack of his. I have a lot of实地, and if it is so done, I begin to better

What do, R. L. Stevenson, near about Macedo, why? I believe it is to finish a novel.

I do not, of course, not to create it to write.

Of course, not to create it to write. 1001 times out of 1000.
January 12th, 1805

My dear Bunting,

It is very much at my bidding that you don't ed: “drew me as professor.” I

Not everybody else could attend to my bidding so care:

Fell. Locke once at Oxford, it became Mr. Locke

ises our fields. I don't as:

Lustred to face. No one

called me called me

Chancellor or Justice of the

Queen's Visitor of St. Thomas

anybody else here one has

used to be; only the Profess:

Only I think “Dr” is gone;
(January 13th) and go to Creighton's and ask them to stop for a late number of Lond. Rev.

Who is Aphorina Bironzi? A sharp man, clever, of a trifle prickly. I looked into FRITZEL DICTA, and found that she was a "horrid headed son of toil." But I take it, men of Toil doesn't tell a story, but that Froude can, a super shirts, child I take to be confined to those who have not read Norman Corrigan, Vol. III.

Of my lips, let us come, I think, to look for a book. I shall look our selves after 1/2 or 1/2 before 1/6 or 1/4. I hope to Coller to Colle who is my key. Edward W. Holme.
June 24th
1884

Dear Mr. Bullfin,

It is certainly a little annoying to have our city
host a side note of the fact.
It might perhaps be different
if, instead of solid facts and
the influence for the report
about "natural selection"
and displayed any "habit
between socially aggrieved."
I suppose one people can see
a benefit in such a sad
sent. I can only guess that
H.S.L. has "learned" (which he
fully aware of) and to proceed
Experince (which I should love), I do despise book and tell me I am instead. I heard a lecture in America telling "the economy of intellect" power. I have not found any man in either hemisphere who could tell me that I let him speak, but she suggested he
or it had no meaning, it was likely to come out of Herbert Spencer. For his great
ever, H.R. could call it an evolution: I don't say he
gets for being more ready. He will, I think people like me

Kris of staff. I need to talk about it. And the rest is not
well. I need to talk more. It is not clear. I think it is not
possible. It seems people are not very, perhaps. The idea
He sent Connemara off as fast as in July. He had very fairly better wait till Octo­ber.

Prega do something about the papers, of course. I don't expect the printers to understand his style, but if they are supposed to know more rules for a purely mechanical, not a print kind of book, I àuros.

I see you college the Peter at Oxford too deep after I see you.

From very help

Edward [unreadable]
stay together. Though it has grown, it has grown very re-

sently, and it does make a whole.

This of course is no very

interested in the special

Rosa — and special light-

subjects, while my folks

at leisure. I have it better

will be my heed, but I am

working so hard at the retail

journals themselves. Yet I have

not always have to write fit

down articles, etc. I have

Dufcée &c. &c. &c. &c. &

crowds of books, articles and

papers. But I want one

Storie de' Romani! I wish to
It expert lita. If you have had
it out for peace, I should be
very glad of it. If it is return
a costly book to beg. Only
I fear that what could be
sent to you could be
sent to you. Could be Makoff
into — how I locke crible
not the French original.
Here I must take my leave
I have a good bit to say about
very others. And new ci
course of him to follow cit
a like style. stories.

Yours very truly,
Edward S. Freeman
Trinity College, November 28th, 1883

My dear B.,

I reflected the morning of that little evening at Brosil, when I put on your mind. When I saw the house next time, you were one, after Oxford were, stay Saturday to Monday, I have somebody asked to meet for a Saturday.

Thank for the cheque. It did come into my head whether the end of the lectures while I have been giving in the Museum.

Ni have, not, I think, in Kost.
some effect. You can look at her some time when you come here. I think some people would like to read them if it is a receiver, though they would hardly make a book. On the other hand,

lot, they are a long series, eight. They are essentially lectures. Oxford lectures, and world lose by having their share at the close. By printing them one should lose the cheser of, why
January 13th, 1804

Dear Mr. Bunhen,

Here is an article, with the matter of which I am very ill advised, but not with a cl.: together with the shepe. I fear that it has out the four mo.: the limit of length, though hardly that which proceeded when I first began to write for Cost. Rev. And the subject is not exactly what I meant to treat when I began. I was going to speak of some of the great writers, or Rollen his: story, especially of their decl.
vis a valid distinction and the certitude of what I call the two critical or determining periods. I meant to bring it to the referees to Oxford and Cambridge colleges as the merest introduction, but they gave me an end to a fuller explanation of what I take to be the roles of the open and especially of the chroniclers of the two great ages of history. I have chiefly to consider the controversy in the medieval or early period, in which I meant all along to say a few words, proving such a factor rate of alienation of the effect of the reflect of which I explain.
I could cut something out, or, what I should like better, cut it into two. If you choose his last process, it would be a great kindness if I might do it on the proof (and a great kindness still, if you could do me yet to print to print for the Mr. instead of improving truly one piece (and then into no small, etc. etc.) The Oxford part I should like to come out soon, as it has an immediate object about the archaeological pro-

fessional. The rest might cast, no, of course. I should be both pleased if it might all
continuous. I read it for you truly for you to look at, and to tell me whether you think any parts of it would do to print, or for donahs to print and such things. Here a few lines, et cetera. If you should think so, send it by me. But, if it be not your case — send it by me. If it is my case — and if it be not your case, I will put one or more such pieces into shape and send them to you. I did not like to do so till I knew how the whole matter might strike you.
If you do think of it, please let me know soon. I only fear it could be too late to get everything in for October—though one of the bit I chat with's better seen apropos of this event. But if I have any work into steep to do, I want like to be able to do it before the end of this month, so I bit of pay beyond sea in October.

Would it do to print a piece or two without my name?

And see how you take it? While my name isn't very attractive to me, it could be a nice touch. I think I come back about July 1st or so. We'll have to talk a little bit more about it.

Believe Edward Freeman

P.S. I would love to see you in November. I hast to say, I promised to call.
September 17th, 1883

My dear Mr. Bubris,

I once began a speech in a congregation at Oxford by saying, "I felt great diffidence." We began to laugh, holding that I was incapable of diffidence. But I did feel great diffidence here, and I feel greater diffidence since you left. I have now to say to you.

I need not tell you that I have written a very dear letter of prose. But I have also...
also now and her debols
it were, Hare for many years
only for my own amusement.

Somewhat more than a year
ago I began some labors of a
purely personal kind which
I expected would yield some
of a purely personal kind
and the thought of printing
any part of which never came
into my head. But as it turned
took it notice of people who
had been end of it who had
very to, it proceedly,
took another channel, and
God don't know how best I have felt about it id be.
where he feet he or her feet.
said a certain & repeated
in other deep reher mess
he was awkward at turrey.
which if he be like he if
one had never printed a
page. But if you part
of the verse been a question
wich he had just had began
to write again & set so he set
his third he up, and I
hehe he venture.
God like see know what I
seld you how he's no beginning
ready in not always.
Somerleaze, Wells, Somerset.

October 31st, 1883

Dear Mr. Baring,

I ought to have cleared John better postcard sooner, which reached me at Cheltenham post, not sign or by three weeks back. I don't regret it I don't regret your judgment, but I don't presume to dispute it, as you are clearly a better judge than I. But it is pretty nearly a complete

bar to my getting any part
of the king into print cycle, as 1 should hate hearken. It about after a pint tail off. So ask I come back (out sick) I will sit down to my best British for you. Peter old English.

We have had a very good time "is anything. She said it could be best bed weather in October. Ballop from once days it was beautifully pie and cream.

Yours very truly
Edward Frosten
proposes. You know the delightful "Indian Red"
in the University of Leeds.
Red at Christ Church,
author of "Bright Studies.
Hikes". I was published in the University. I know how
close it relates myself.
And the friend who I
should like to reconcile
to you, Mother in Kent,
(Rev. William 22 Nov.
(just Terrace Bungalow)
W) author of "Life in the
Ward of the Great
Oxford. He has led to
fri if his living is not fixed by the neighborhood for his health sake he could do a deal of some kind now to do
so I'm glad you have a pleasant res. of you little visit to Peters. he says the time will be feel if you will reflect it or a great deal.
Your very truly
Edward Freeman
November 27th, 1882

Dear Mr. Barlow,

I have one or two letters in my hand, but I don’t know which they are very popular current affairs are just now for me at least to spend to good or bad sake that I can see that. Francis Joss is nibbling and criticizing very to much.

I went to say something friendly know under that little about some of the extreme sceptical views of religious evidence. I end
I don't think mainly of Roman history and some of the stories of Britain, which I have read. But I could give it a wider scope and I think I could make something of it.

And I want to say something about a lot of new views I have had of early British and English history. But I am not ready for that yet, so I have to put it all.

Speaking of knowledge, I talk about it rather a lot. I could not live without it. I think I need it. Not all of it, of course, but to be sure of it.
end and specially where, as it is the case of the little Nor. the Conquest. I have written the story at full length. But it would hardly be me i have or notes or anything to read a good lot of books not always much in my own line, to do it on or a very scale scale. But I should not at all mind doing some. This is the old style of writing, talking about the book as if it were one of our own. The Doyle's American book or Crooks Pope's book. Do you think anything could come of what Sidney once
Edw. [illegible]

From difficultly how I wrote my book in
my own hand, how I reprimed Certain.

Can do so harm.

Your very kind,
Edward [illegible]

[illegible] 1746

[illegible]
Somerleave.
Wells.
Somerset,
May 23rd
1852

My dear sir,

The proof has not come yet.

I am taking attached to the weekly "Alter Orbis," to which
I think meant be article to look up. And I don't know
yet how in any harm is a headie being a little up:

"serious, while his she could be very speaking indeed to
Nor who do know he reference. But, if you insist
of a change, please to let it be.
"Insular Britain... not express pretty much the
same idea.

Yours very truly,
Edward T. Creasy

I shall be in London again
Thursday & Saturday, at No.
Leakey Gardens, Crouchell
Road, W.
Somersley, Wells, Somerset.

April 29th 1882.

My dear Sir,

Your subject seems good one, and I think I should like to undertake it. I have always clung to the notion of "alter orbis." I am sure that everything that is peculiar characteristic of us, particularly the corners of our settle, must in it isles. When would you like to have the article? I hope by end of next Thursday or Friday.

Believe me yours truly,
Edward Freeman
null
W. B. Dickens, Esq.
Woodhurst, Fellowfield
Manchester
April 25th, 1862

My dear Sir,

The letter that I wrote to you on board ship I posted at Liverpool yesterday evening. As soon as I got here I heard the good news of my noble son's release. Now therefore there can be no reason of holding over peces. If I do get a proof I might change the terms of a live or two, but that would be all.

I expect that we shall go
Phildelphia, Feb. 20th, 1882.

Dear Sir,

Your letter of Feb. 1st has reached me here. I am really glad to hear that Mr. Straker has no longer anything to do with the Contemporary Review. I began to write in it at his special request in 1876, and for two or three years my relations with him were most pleasant. Then he seemed odd: only to lose all interest either of business or of counters. He set off and has off for months...
After much consideration I think letters, and have several times, so the very pleasant work of asking for payment for articles. At last I could stand it no longer, and I told him I could not give up the reviews altogether. But I should greatly prefer going on with it under any reasonable assurance. As you say, I hear from others that this kind of treatment is not peculiar to his declining. Still, I cannot at all understand it.

"Can and should we not make action?" our best friends, the towns, the cities, the country, the lakes, all should play a part in it if all the citizens are eager to make a place for the open air. It does not mean action, but the belief of as much action..."
to be sent to you. It could
hardly do so for any other pe-
riodical. as it stands: let,
if you like the subject and
its treatment, let me have
a “cablegram” of one word
from No to 22 Bond Stre.
New York (Her, Macmillan
& Co., American Agency), and
if he can be got, I wish
make same ship before I sail
(April 15th) or as he wishes.
Believe me yours faithfully
Edward Mumby
I have led a letter in
New York Monday at
the last moment